
1. Introduction 

On the rise of the Body Positive era, we have

witnessed its influence throughout time on social

media, marketing, social behavior and communication

to such an important and crucial extent that today’s

perception has been evolving and capturing more and

more adepts. Some of them we know as “influencers”

and they connect what we know as the most common

social media like Instagram with a responsible

social-media use. It all started in the mid 20th century

when fat shaming started to bloom. While the
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movement today embraces all body shapes and physical

issues, back in the 60’s activists fought for fat people

rights uniquely calling it Fat Acceptance. It wasn’t a

fashionable protest, instead, they wanted tolerance from

a medical establishment that tortured and wanted to

eradicate them. During history, size determined the pay

and the respect people had for you and for your work.

This led to a wave of depression and the well-known

eating disorders and many life outcomes, including

work promotions and wages. Today the movement has

morphed into what we know as The Body Positivity

Movement, giving women the tools to not let

themselves give in to the social pressure of perfection.

Giving the present situation in Latin America and in

South Korea, having both very different influences and

cultural standards, the aim of this study is to explore

the levels of awareness and the different perceptions

and opinions men and women from South Korea and

some countries in Latin America have about body

acceptance (The Body Positivity Movement) and the

effects the advertisement have in those women

psychologically and in men’s opinion. The movement

continued evolving until what we know today with the

premise that all bodies are good bodies. This movement

has inspired many brands to change a few things about

the world’s backward vision of what bodies should look

like. In this paper, the brands Dove, and Victoria’s

Secret are put to the test to see how engaging their

campaigns are and how clear the message is. In order

to achieve the goal of the research, surveys and

in-depth interviews methodology were followed. The

results show that there is a tendency to disassociate

the genders in a particular group of people, being

answers between men and women the most different.

Also, it shows that the current of advertisement trends

hit differently and at a different pace in each continent,

making the awareness levels differ. If the movement is

accurate, there are a few changes we can see in the

future to be made and change the way we see and

consume the images of women in advertising.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Body image and Body Positivity Movement

Body image is the relationship you have with your

body. Therefore, body image is “the physical structure

of an organism”[1]. Body positivity and acceptance is

expressing love for and comfort with the body, even if

not completely satisfied with all aspects of it. Body

acceptance and love is not narcissism or vanity[2]. The

body image is the result of a social and cultural

construction and it has a huge impact on people's

self-esteem. There have been recent studies and

discoveries that the women that are shown in social

media on average are ten times smaller and slimmer

than that of the average woman today[3] these women

are the people we know as our friends, family,

classmates, neighbors and so on, that’s the average

woman and the average woman is far from the image

related to social media and advertisement. Lesser body

image contributes drastically to body dissatisfaction

and weight-related disorders, like obesity and

disordered eating[4]. Poor body image is a result of

influential advertisement led by K-pop artist in South

Korea and Hollywood curvy stars in Latin America,

who promote an unrealistic body image. For example,

Miller explains it in several statistics[5].

•Most models weigh an average of 23% less than

a typical woman. Twenty years ago, this

difference was a mere 8%.

•Shockingly, problems with eating disorders have

increased over 400% since the year 1970.

•Only 5% of women in the US actually fit the

current body type popularly portrayed in

advertising today.

Advertisements have become the center of attention

for stereotyping the image of women, an image that

has been hunting them for the past 30 years. One

company decided to break those stigmas and make a

difference and this company is Dove. They defied the
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norm by making a campaign about “Real Beauty”

generating a new wave of opinions and criticism of the

old advertisement model that portrays women as a

"super-model flawless figure". the Campaign for Real

Beauty is one of modern marketing’s most talked-about

success stories. The campaign has expanded from

billboards to television ads and online videos[6]. Other

companies have been following the movement like

Aerie, Asos, Target and Old Navy. Brands that stopped

retouching its photos a couple of years ago and started

being more inclusive with diverse models and sizing. In

contrast, other brands like Victoria’s Secret keep

reinforcing the super-model stereotype and made an

industry about it.

The body positivity movement aims to adopt more

forgiving and affirming attitudes towards our bodies,

promoting physical and mental health. The goal is not

only to be inclusive of sizes but also races, ages and

other aspects of body image. Several huge companies,

like Dove, are following the movement[7]. Sadly, with

time, the Body Positivity Movement suffered some

changes and today it’s losing its credibility.

Corporations began commoditizing the body positive

advocates and using their influence to push products,

capitalizing off of the movement. During the

commodification process, the body positive advocates

lose sight of their purpose and begin reproducing

dominant capitalist ideologies, objectifying their own

bodies, and accepting beauty modification practices[8].

2.2 Advertisement Influence Throughout Time

For the past decade it has been suggested that mass

media are the most potent and persuasive

communicators of sociocultural standards[9] which

means that advertisement has been designed for large,

heterogeneous, and anonymous audiences with the goal

of getting more sales, this has led to an era of strong

influence in women of all ages. An objectification

Theory suggests that this can lead females to learn to

treat themselves in this way, as objects to be gazed at

and evaluated[10] Today, low body weight and beauty

are often associated with their success, while

overweight actresses and models are frequently

ridiculed in media, according to Van Vonderen and

Kinally in their “Media Effects on Body Image”

Study[11]. According to Freedman, corporal art

representations had a different impact back in the days.

(e.g., The Birth of The Venus)(see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The Birth of The Venus

These representations were romanticized as

otherworldly and unattainable almost dreamy images.

In this particular case, the images were mere

representations but had no big influence on women.

While in the 20th century this image became the

utmost influence in magazines and television,

portraying women as objects of desire, and not just the

image, but also the power of these women within the

industry. For example see the figures of Marilyn

Monroe and Twiggy(see Fig. 2 & 3).

Fig. 2. Marilyn Monroe Posing a Tiny Waist (50’s)
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Fig. 3. Twiggy’s Slender Figure (60’s)

In the 21st century with the dawn of visual digital

programs like Photoshop and Lightroom, and medical

procedures as approachable as buying clothes, like

plastic surgery and other non-invasive procedures, we

can see our self-bombarded with an extremely perfect

silhouette, skin, and colors. Since all of these features

are completely alterable, we can see a perfect

concoction of all the most desirable features that the

average women just cannot obtain. See the figure of

Britney Spears(see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Britney Spears Photoshoped for Marie Claire 

Magazine (2005)

2.3 Geographical Context

In South Korea, whether you are a man or a woman,

if you are not what’s consider a “미인” or “beautiful

person” then your future happiness and social

wellbeing is probably at risk[12]. Since the 80’s, women

image (and men in a minor scale) in South Korea have

been exploited in subways, buses, streets and

magazines along with diet recipes, exercise routines

and diet supplements as jellies, pills and drinks. In

common advertisements we can see an extremely

slender and boney figure, long hair, and “dolly” face

that back in the days was known as “얼짱” or

“Ullzzang” which means “Best Face”(see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Women Portrayal Stereotype in South Korea

In Latin America, the idea is kind of different. “Sexy,

sassy and spicy are the three s’s commonly used to

describe Latinas portrayed in film, television, and

sometimes even daily life.”[13]. Having Latino women

in Hollywood, had brought up an exaggerated idea to

the rest of the world, The stereotypes physically are

quite beyond natural, showing bodies that are more

often than not, only achievable with plastic surgery.

Nonetheless the plastic surgery industry is not as

broad as in South Korea.

In Latin American magazines, the women that are

shown are usually Hollywood stars that happen to be

Latino, almost as a coincidence giving the idea that

only that means success. Refer to the stereotypes in the

following figure(see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Women Portrayal Stereotype in Latin America

3. Methodology
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The main objective of the methodology is to

discover the different thoughts on “Body Image” and

“Body Acceptance” in South Korea and in Latin

America and also between men and women and to find

out if the ideas and visions are exclusionary to one

gender or to one area in the map. For that purpose, the

traditional marketing model AIDA was used.

3.1 AIDA Model

The AIDA model was used because it bases not

only in the importance of research and the hierarchy of

processes but also on the emotional and psychological

view of the consumer. The Aida model is what we

know as a “response hierarchy model” and this follows

the line of “behavioral economics” which is basically

the psychological insight of traditional economics,

giving us an idea of the consumer behavior[14]. The

model’s stages are the Cognitive Level, the effective

level, and the behavioral level. This kind of system

gives the marketers of how to communicate with a

target market effectively[15].

The questions were made based on the 4 phases

suggested by AIDA, an advertising effect model[16]

aim to optimize the sales process. Essentially, the four

phases show how consumers interact with the

advertising. Although the model was developed a

century ago, in spite of a variety of modifications, the

basic principle of the model is still intact and

relevant[17]. As reported by Rawal[18], advertising

leads to people from ignorance to knowledge, perception,

persuasion, creating enthusiasm and purchases (action).

The acronym AIDA stands for the terms Awareness,

Interest, Desire, and Action. The four phases are

explained in the figure below(see Fig. 7).

a) Awareness: The product must attract attention.

This is done via the advertising materials.

b) Interest: The attention of the potential customer

is piqued. Their interest in the product or service

should be aroused.

c) Desire: To persuade the customer to own this

product.

d) Action: Desire must be transferred into an action,

that is, the purchase.

3.2 Survey

From 30 participants, half of them were South

Korean and half Latin Americans. The following table

shows the gender and geographical region distribution

(see Table 1).

Nationality Latin American South Korean

Gender M F M F

Quantity 6 9 4 11

Table 1. Survey Participants

The survey was conducted in a period of 2 days.

Question 1 and 2 were to determine the gender and

ethnicity. The rest was tested to find out the

awareness and thoughts on “Body Acceptance” and

“Body Image” in males and females from Latin

America and South Korea. The survey had 9 questions

that shown positive and negative responses towards

the matter(see Table 2 & 3).

Do You Agree with the Body Positivity Movement?

How do you feel about body shaming?

Do you think this movement is just for women?

How aware do you think your country is about body acceptance?

How engaging do you think the movement is?

Do you love your body?

Table 2. Survey Questions 1

Fig. 7. AIDA Model
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About the Advertisement (see Table 3).

Do you think this ad is engaging?

Do you think this ad is positive?

Do you think this ad is negative?

Table 3. Survey Questions 2

3.3 In-depth interviews

As shown in the following table, the participants

consisted in five people from South Korea and five

people from Latin America. For each geographical

region, three women and two males were selected (see

Table 4).

Nationality Latin American South Korean

Gender M F M F

Quantity 2 3 2 3

Table 4. Interview Participants

Questions were created to know the interaction of

participants with two advertising, according to the

phases proposed by AIDA. The two advertising are

Dove “Real Beauty Campaign” and Victoria’s Secret

“Love my Body” campaign. First, the advertisement of

each campaign was shown to the participants and then

the questions were made.

The in-depth’s main questions were the following

(following the AIDA model)(see Table 5).

4. Advertisement

The two advertisements used for the interview are

the following:

4.1 Dove

Fig. 8. Dove’s “Real Beauty Campaign”

“Blondes have more fun... Smile more... From an

early age, women are exposed to statements and

clichés, masked as advice, that dictates how we should

look if we want to be accepted. We’re showing the

world that the only rules we live by are our own. Will

you join us?” it’s one of Dove’s motto as a starting

point for their campaign. The campaign was launched

by Unilever in 2004 and it aims to inspire and empower

women to have the confidence to be comfortable with

themselves and to celebrate the natural physical

diversity. Dove till this day has developed more

campaigns related to the “real beauty” like “the

self-esteem project”, “#BeautyBias” in between others.

Attention

� Why and how do these advertisements catch your attention?
� In a scale of 1 to 10, how strong do you think these ads are? why?
� In a scale of 1 to 10, how engaging do you think these ads are?

why?
� Do you think this ad are able to intrigue the consumers and arouse

their interest?
� How do you think this advertisement should behave towards these

subjects?

Interest

� How interested are you in these products?
� What’s the most important thing you expect from this brands?
� Do you think this ad are clear? How?
� How does this advertisements make you want to research more?

Desire

Table 5. In-depth Interview Questions

� Which one makes you desire more the products? why?
� How much do you think these brands can satisfy your needs?
� How desirable do you think these brands are in young women?
� Do you think any of these products is a must have?
� Do you think they communicate unique product benefits or

company benefits effectively?
� As a man would you consume the equivalent in men’s underwear

and the men’s skin care?

Action

� Do you think is it obvious, logical and desirable for every woman
to buy any of these brands?

� For what occasion you think victoria’s secret is a purchasable
product?

� For what occasion you think dove is a purchasable product?
� How often you feel like consuming their products?
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4.1.1 Design Composition of Dove

The composition is very simple, white background

and white underwear, with a clear intention to attract

attention to the skin color of the models, in the end, the

main idea was to show their physical diversity. The

photography also has no effects nor the lights, for the

reason stated above. Also, other ads about the same

campaign show a very clean and minimal design of

typography as seen in the figure(see Fig. 9).

According to their website, the designer of this

campaign was Ogilvy & Mather, who organized a

photography exhibit about real beauty, opened the

conversation about beauty in advertisements. They

partnered up with Joah Santos, and 3 universities and

created the strategy. They first installed a series of

advertisements on billboards in some cities in Europe

and later worldwide.

Fig. 9. Dove’s Campaign Example

4.2 Victoria’s Secret

Fig. 10. Victoria’s Secret’s “love My Body”

This campaign was created when VS launched their

“Body” lingerie/underwear line that included a

super-soft racer back, push-up and multi-way

silhouettes designed to accentuate curves. There is a

clear double entendre between the name of the

campaign and the product. People believe there has

been a silent intention to fight back the Dove campaign,

but there’s no real proof of that.

4.2.1 Design Composition of Victoria’s Secret

The composition of this advertisement is pretty

similar to the one from Dove. The women are standing

in line in their underwear, the difference though, is the

quality of the photography and the design elements.

The light and depth of the studio gives them a much

softer look and defines their bodies in a more graceful

way. Also, there’s a better use of space and the models

seem exceedingly symmetrical. The grey background

gives a sense of neutrality and structure. All of the

pictures from this campaign and other from Victoria’s

Secret, present the same treatment as an element of

incorporation(see Fig. 11 & 12).

Victoria’s Secret started as a brand of “fancy

undergarments” and “special occasion” items, like

honeymoons. Victoria’s Secret gained notoriety in the

early 90’s and they claim that the brand is “less about

fashion and more about show “. Their website doesn’t

talk about their design or marketing team. They focus

more on being a retail company that sells their products

through online catalogs.

Fig. 11. Victoria’s Secret’s example
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Fig. 12. Victoria’s Secret’s example

5. Results

5.1 Surveys

For South Koreans, the survey showed first of all

that Korean men were not as interested in answering

this survey as women were. Interestingly a 20% of

Korean males marked as “pleased” when asked about

their thoughts on “Body Shaming”, while the rest

leaned into “not pleased” and “slightly pleased”. 46.67%

of Koreans agree that their country is only “slightly”

aware of the “Body Positivity Movement”, and 54%

agree that the movement is actually engaging. When

asked if they loved their body there were no “not at all”

answers and showed that 100% leaned more towards

“moderately” and “very much”, being “very much” the

answer of all 4 men.

For Latin Americans, the survey showed that when

being asked about “Body Shaming” 93.33% agreed on

“not pleased” while only 1 person marked as “pleased”.

Also, a 60% of participants marked the “not really”

option in the question “Do you think the movement is

only for women?”. 46% thinks that the movement is

“slightly” engaging. When asked how aware their

countries are about these issues, 80% leaned towards

“slightly” and “moderately”.

There’s a common denominator in both groups about

the “How aware are your friends and family about the

movement?” and most of them answered, “not at all”.

In the figure, you can see the levels of positive and

negative thoughts towards the movement between the

groups(see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Positive and Negative Responses

5.2 In Depth-Interviews

For the interview, most of Latins thought that the

Dove advertisement was “very engaging” and also

“very positive” however most of them think that it was

“uninteresting”. All of them were well aware of the

movement and support it, even though some feel it’s

temporary and just a marketing technique. Most of

Latin women thought that the advertisements were

actually confusing, there wasn’t a clear content and the

VS ad seemed more of the same, which gives a

sensation of flatness. Also, Latin women made it clear

that they are in favor of diversity of ethnicity and

shapes in ads but will never be ok to normalize over

and underweights. While for Latin men, VS ad portrays

an unrealistic image, but an attractive one. Also, they

expect from powerful companies to engage in today’s

main social debates (as feminism) and more sensitivity

towards the subject. Overall, both men and women

think that everybody (men and women) should support

the movement and appreciate real beauty without question.

For Koreans, the responses were very similar

between them (women and men separately). Most of

them think the Dove advertisement is “very engaging”

however, most of them also seem to think that the ad

is nothing but “boring”. All 3 women agreed in the
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importance of age regarding the influence of the VS

advertisement, and how “even though it looks good, I’m

too old for it”, hinting that the ad can only affect young

women. Some also commented on the fact that Korean

society is too harsh on the imposition of beauty

standards and depicts “fatness” as a reason for

mockery. Interestingly enough, both men agreed that

VS products were something you give as a price for

achieving the goal of losing weight. Also, both men

think that the VS kind of advertising is aimed at men

and that the Dove ad is made for women. The promise

of freedom, says Chen, which should mean the

elimination of all prohibitions and restrictions on the

individual’s exercise of choice, has turned into a new

form of restriction and pressure which urges women to

follow and not deviate, and to constantly live up to its

promise by actively choosing and enjoying[19].

In the following tables, are shown the results of the

interviews(see Fig. 14 & 15).

Fig. 14. Positive and Negative answers for Dove

Fig. 15. Positive and Negative answers for VS

6. Conclusion

Research evidence measured with the AIDA model

of the effects of advertising media showed that the

opinions differ greatly in each continent, Latin

Americans, both men, and women seem to agree more

than Koreans, which shows a tendency to a gender

separation. Also, the expectation of image is very

different for both groups, Latin America values more a

curvy shape than a pretty face, while South Korea calls

for a more particular face type often attainable only

through plastic surgery. Moreover, Korean men seem

to agree with “body shaming” which is known as a

negative concept, but further research should determine

if it means the same for everybody.

Advertisements and media are made to influence, so

it’s expected from brands a sense of social

responsibility with today’s trends because sadly we

cannot change the advertisement, but we can change

the way it affects us. “And of course, we should all do

whatever we can to educate the children and young

adults of the world that advertising is not a reflection

of what we should be, but rather, a convenient fantasy

designed to sell something.”[20].

According to Seo-Yeon Park and her study on the

effects of subjective body-forming perception on

weight-controlling behavior and weight loss, the best

way to avoid all of this is to have a systematic

education on healthy behaviors, proper body image and

a healthy body type recognition[21]. This could lessen

the influence that advertisement have on grown or

teenage women in the future since we cannot just

simply prohibit a brand to manage their marketing as

they desire. Also, the advertisement could easily

gravitate towards a more positive and forgiving

diversity in all of the broad senses. Instagram is in the

public eye 24/7 and it is one of the most important and

influential Social Media app. This is where everything

happens, the good and the bad but the interesting part

is that we can use it for people’s benefit. If people want

to be a part of it, there are certain responsibilities that

come with its use as well as any other social media but
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in Instagram, the Body Positivity movement has

created a big base of followers and influencers.

According to Livi Burke in Bustle “One of the best

ways to be body positive on Instagram is arguably to

encourage others when they express themselves in a

genuine or bold way. So, if you see a photo of someone

showing off their bikini bod or a selfie of your friend

that is makeup-free, take a moment to let them know

just how great they look (and more importantly, how

great they are).”[22]. So, in a future and once and for

all, we could all enjoy, love and respect and be

respected for the body we live in.
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